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History, Nation and Politics in K ing Hu’s
Dragon Gate Inn and A Touch o f Zen
胡 金 銓 《龍門客棧》及 《俠 女 》 中 的 歷 史 、國家與政治

Introduction

King Hu's w u xia films are steeped in history, but it is not generally acknowl
edged that his films deal with politics and the concept of the nation. In fact, the
historicism of the genre presupposes a close connection between history, the
development of the nation, and politics. Such a connection is clearly evident in
the w u xia films of King Hu, particularly the two films which he made in Taiwan,
D ra g o n G ate in n (1 967) and /\ Touch o f Z e n (1 9 7 0 /7 2 ).
The historicist traits of the genre assert themselves in varying degrees
through two thousand years and more of xia historiography. These traits can be
summarized as follows: 1) a preoccupation with a particular dynastic period (King
HlTs favourite period is the Ming dynasty); 2) a historical sense of mission on
the part of the xia, to rid a tyrant by killing him, to do deeds of chivalry, to struggle

fo 「a just order of good governance and the imposition of a civic society prevailed over by the majority H a n 「
ace; 3) a sense of allegorization, 〇「indeed a
kind of parallel history in which the author depicts a bygone dynasty but is actually reflecting the current history: thus contemporary history and politics a「
e dete 「
mining factors of the tale that is told, f 〇「example when King Hu depicts ty 「
annical figures from history in his films, they somehow reflect the modem figures of
contemporary Chinese history. In many cases, the genre celebrates historical personages and events set against the backdrops of military campaigns 〇「court
intrigues;1 or they celebrate a g 「
〇up of righteous men who choose to become
outlaws rathe「than serve under corrupt administrations.2
Overlaying these traits are descriptions of supernatural de 「
「
ing-do, protagonists and antagonists who both possess powers of flight and 〇the「preternatural
skills (this is of course more in line with what we are used to seeing in w u xia
films of the

2 〇th

century but again, there is a long tradition of supernaturalism in

the x ia historiography, which I would include as a part of the historicism of the
genre).
The central theme in D ra g o n G a te In n and

T o u ch o f Z e n is a dialectic

between the concepts of w e n (3^) and w u ( ^ ) — civil values versus military
values, an age-old contest of governing paradigms from at least the time of the
Zhou Dynasty, The relationship of i/i/e/"? and i/i/u, according to Kam Louie, is
"dichotomous and ubiquitous (within the Chinese domain) and has consistently been
referred to i n 「
elation t 〇national government and personal self-cultivation.’’3 I would
regard the historicist th 「
ust of King Hu's films as a kind of wishful thinking about
achieving a balance between wen and wl/ whereby the Chinese body politic, 〇「
the idea of the Nation, can attain harmony, while the historical reality shows that

1 See C. T. Hsia, "The Military Romance; A Genre of Chinese Fiction," Studies in Chinese Literary Genres,
ed. Cyril Birch (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California Press, 1974) 339,
2 See Hu Shi ( 胡適 ）on the historical significance of

Zhuan

(水滸傳 77?e Water Marg/Vi)

as a

crystallization of 400 years of the stories about the outlaws, many former government lackeys and ministers,
who refuse to accept the injustices and corruption of the government; see Zhongguo zhanghui xiaoshuo
/caozheng

(中國章回小説考証 to fu a /C 「
/f/c/sm o f 版

CMiese Serb//Voi/e/) (Shanghai: Shanghai Shudian,

1980; reprint of the original 1942 publication) 9.
3 Kam Louie and Louise Edwards," Chinese Masculinity; Theorizing Wen and W u , E a s t Asian History,
8 (December 1 994); 140,

the Nation has always been thrown into strife when one side prevails ove「the
other.
King Hu had established his reputation as a director with his first w uxia film
Cbme

i/i/肋 Me (1 966), produced by Hong Kong's Shaw Brothers ( 邵氏兄

弟 ) Studio. Despite the success of the film, Hu was not happy working in the
studio and was making plans to leave Shaws, secretly negotiating with Taiwan's
Union Film Company (聯邦影業公司）to join the company, which was then making inroads into the film industry to become a major production company.4 The
talks led to Hu signing a contract with Union to make his next picture D ra g o n
Gate /r?n in Taiwan.5 The company also hired King Hu as production chief, 「
esponsible for training new talents and buying materiels and,.equipments to facilitate
the studic/s operations.6
Union's first production was D ra g o n G ate Inn. The film's box-office success
established the studio and at the same time made the

gen「
e a commercial

staple of the studio. Thus, Hu's contribution to the Taiwan cinema is based on
this achievement. Just as Zhang Che (Chang Cheh張徹 ) ，Hu’s directing colleague
at Shaw Brothers, established the general principles of the studio’s martial arts
house style, namely the masculine emphasis (yang gang 陽岡！
I) and a hard-boiled

4 The Union Film Company had started life in Taiwan in 1953 as a film distribution business. The Shanghai
entrepreneurs behind Union, among whom was Sha Yung-fong (沙榮峰）（who made his fortune in the
textile industry), planned to set up an independent production company within the private sector. Mandarin
film production in Taiwan was virtually controlled by the Guomindang (GMD) government-in-exile, which
had set up the only film studios on the island. In 1963, with investment from the Singapore-based Cathay
Organisation, Union co-founded the Grand Motion Picture Company
of director Li Hanxiang

(國聯影業有限公司），a brainchild

(李翰祥) who had 丨
eft Shaw Brothers with grandiose plans to build his own studio.

Like King

Hu after him, Li was disillusioned with Shaws and sought artistic independence in Taiwan, However,
his dream ended in disaster Li(s partnership with Union was dissolved in 1966. At the same time, Unions other
partner, the Cathay Organisation, was in disarray following the death of its chief executive Loke Wan Tho

(陸運濤) . Cathay's production

arm in Hong Kong began to decline, unable to withstand the competitive

onslaught of the Shaw Brothers Studio, All these circumstances led Union to embark on its own productions.
See Huang Ren

(黃仁) ，
ed.,

L/a此ang c//any/叩 s W a /‘ (聯邦電影時代 O /o n

/fs F//m Era) (Taipei:

National Film Archive, 2001) 32.
5 Personal interview with Sha Yung-fong, San Francisco, 24 March 2001. The contract was personally
drafted by Hu himself, and is now placed on file at the Taipei Film Archive.

6

(山田宏一）and Koyo Udagawa (宇田川幸洋) ，
Hu加<7窗7_ ( / a
叩 zuofa
(胡金餘武俠電影作法 Z Tbuc/7 ofW ng Hu), trans. Lai Ho (厲河）and Ma Sung-chi ( 馬宋芝）（Hong

See HirokazuYamada

Kong: Zhengwen she, 1997) 80,

school of violence, Hu also established the principles of Union's house style —
but from the opposite pole of y a n g gang. Hu's obsession was more with the
久/anii

(the female warrior figure). Because of Hu's fascination with the Ming dy-

nastic period, Union's

films were invariably set in the same period (or a

dose equivalent，the Song). This historical emphasis resulted in recurring themes:
the threat of invasion by foreign hordes, the prevalence of domestic strife, the
struggle against corrupt officials, male and female knights-errant fighting and
dying for thei 「country. Based on these themes, Union’s w/ux/’a films acquired a
nationalistic vein that sat comfortably with the ideology of the GMD government-in-exile.
Whether Hu intended it or not, the plot of Drago/i Gafe /dd brought to the
surface the nationalistic spirit inherent in the genre. In fact, in subsequent Union
productions, the genre is absorbed into the mainstream state ideology, function
ing more or less as allegories of the conflict between the GMD and the Chinese
Communist Party. For this reason, D 厂agon Gafe /nn strikes me as very much a
Taiwan production. In contrast, Come D rin k w ith M e is a quintessential Hong Kong
picture. In the Hong Kong Mandarin cinema as exemplified by the productions of
the Shaw Brothers Studio, the nationalistic spirit is manifested as identification
with an abstract China. The film scholar Lo Wai-luk has pointed out that the wux/a
genre

怒

a rule does not depict seasons, national identity, or a concrete history,

and that the genre’s tendency towards fantasy conjures a vision of China as v i「
tually a Never-Never Land.7
However, the wuxia films of King Hu from Dragon Gate inn onwards mark a departure

什om

this rule. The basis of Hu’s films is that they are historical，that the details,

personalities and plots of his films are grounded in real historical period (the Ming), historical incidents a n d 「
eal historical personalities. Through this historical grounding, the
stories function as allegories 〇「commentaries of the modem politics of China.

Dragon Gate Inn

The plot of D厂agon Gate /nn opens with a narration that introduces the set
7 See Lo Wai-luk ( 盧偉力)，
/?t;/a/s/?e/7zto7gy/s/?u

(《
如來神掌》藝術筆記 A/o〖es on

o f Buddhas Palm) (Hong Kong: Pearl City Video, 2001) 10.

ting (mid-1 5th century, Ming dynasty) and explains the rise to power of the
eunuchs who control two departments of the state: the d o n g c h a n g

east-

ern agency, the emperor’s secret service) and the)/'ny/’i/i/e/ ( 錦衣衛 the imperial
guards). As the film opens, we see the civilian minister of war, Yu Qian ( 于 謙 )
being executed on the order of the eunuch Cao Shaoqin (曹少 欽 ，played by Bai

丫ing 白鷹 ），head of the do 叩 c/?ang. The conflict between the my forces, a s 「
epresented by the eunuchs, and the vver? forces, as represented by Yu Qian is clearly
delineated in the opening scenes. The historicist underpinning of the opening
scene is backed up by a historical veracity, which is predicated on the figure of

丫u Qian who appears on the screen fo 「only a few seconds. The historical Yu Qian
(1 398-1 457) was the minister of war when Emperor Yingzong (英宗）was taken
prisoner by the Mongols in 1 449. A1"「
aid that the Mongols would overrun the
country by propping up Yingzong's son as emperor, Yu Qian threw his support
behind Yingzong's brother, who became emperor, known as Jingdi ( S ^ ) . After
one year, Yingzong was freed by the Mongols. Political intrigue followed for seve「
al years as Yingzong strived to restore himself as ennpe「
o「
，succeeding in 1457
through a coup. Yu Qian was executed, apparently on the order of the eunuch
Cao Jixiang ( 曹 吉 祥 ) on whom the character of Cao Shaoqin was modelled.8
The narration in the prologue of D ra g o n G ate Inn suggests that Yu Qian's
crime was his opposition to the eunuchs, who conspired to frame him on a charge
of colluding with foreigners, resulting in his execution. In the film, Yu Qian's three
children are banished to the Dragon Gate, a military outpost on the northern
frontier guarded by government troops.9 To avoid being hounded in later years by
Yu's children, Cao Shaoqin sends his minions from the d o n g c h a n g to assassinate
the children as they go on th ei「journey to exile, but a lone swordsman inte「
-

8 SeeTangWenbiao ( 唐文標）
，“ Pingyuanjimu: cong /_c>ngme/7/(ez/]anyingpiantanqi”

《
龍門客棧》影片談起

（
平原極目:從

“ On the Plains, Looking as Far as the Eye Can See : A Discussion Proceeding

from the Film Dragor? Gate /nn” ) ，
M/zigpao Mon 出/y ( 明報月刊) ，
3.6 (June 1968): 73,
9 The original title of the screenplay was

(充軍 T7?e San/s/imenf). Hua Huiying ( 華慧英) ，the

cameraman, had read the script and suggested that since most of the action was set in the Dragon Gate
Inn, the title should be changed to

Dragon Gate Inn,

See Hua Huiying,

"Xingjian guoji dianying zhipian

chang Shimo”（
興建國際電影製片廠始末 “ Building the International Studio: Its Beginning and End” ),
L/anbang

S/?/_da/_ (聯邦電影時代此/on and /te F/_/m f r a ) , ed, Huang Ren (Taipei: Chinese Taipei

Film Archive, 2001) 67.

venes to save the children. Cao then dispatches his troops, led by Captain Pi
Shaotang ( 皮糸召棠，played by Miao Tian 苗天 ) ，to occupy the D「
ag〇n Gate Inn so
as to intercept the children while on their journey to exile and kill them. Forces
loyal to Yu send their own people to defend the children. The loyalists are Yu's
former chief-of-staff Wu Ning ( 吳 寧 ，played by C ao」
ian 曹健）who poses as the
innkeeper, a swordsman Xiao Shaozi ( 蕭 少 糍 ，played by S hi」
un 石 雋 ），a young
swordswoman Zhu Hui ( 7)^®, played by Shangguan Lingfeng

and

her headstrong brother Z h u 」
i (朱驢 ， played by Xue Han 薛漢)，
who had earlier
appeared to save the children.
The narrative proceeds as a series of set pieces showing the separate a 「
rivals of the chief protagonists to Dragon Gate Inn and the various situations of
combat showing how the loyalist individuals fend off the enemy's tactics of in
timidation (in particular, pouring poison into the wine drunk by Xiao Shaozi and
the Zhu siblings). These set pieces unfold seemingly without a story to thread
them together. As the critic Tang Wenbiao reminds us,<(the pace of the movie
doesn't flow from its story but from its displays of violence." 10T〇Tang, the
structure of the film is almost suggestive of the anti-narrative structures of French
new wave master Jean-Luc Godard (1 930- ). However, the fragmented nature
of Hu’s narrative, as well as the hierarchica 丨nature marking the shifts in key of
the action set pieces, is really a symptom of the director’s operatic style. Vicki

〇oi ( 黃 清 霞 ），one of the first scholars to provide a long critique of Hu's w/ux/’a
films, very aptly defines the style:'*the fight sequence in a Beijing Opera is a set
piece — a scene carried on a major battle or tournament. And the climax of the
battle, and of the play, is formed by a series of dazzling set pieces, each in turn
more complex and densely constructed than its predecessor*.’’ 11
The operatic style is signalled in the opening scenes where Hu introduces
his chief villains, the eunuchs of the dongcftang, who appear on screen moving
to the stately rhythms and beat of traditional opera music (the effect of stage
entrances that Hu defined as an important characteristic of traditional opera).

10 Tang Wenbiao, ibid, 73
11 Vicki Ooi/Jacobean Drama and the Martial Arts Films of King Hu: A Study in Power and Corruption,"

Australian Journal of Screen Theory, 7

(1980): 112,

This prologue in the film is followed by the sequence of the lone swordsman Zhu
儿

facing off the gendarmes of the

叩

as they carry out thei 厂orders to

kill Yu’s children. The advance of Z h u 」
i is choreographed according to the accented beat of the ban

wooden board) that typically recurs in Beijing Opera.

Variations of this basic choreographic style are seen in later action sequences
set around the Dragon Gate Irm, particularly in those scenes where Zhu Hui, the
young swordswoman, is matched against Mao Zongxian

played by Han

丫ingjie 韓 英 傑 ， also the film 's martial arts ch 〇「eog 「aphe 「）， and in the following
scene where Xiao Shaozi fights his way out of an encirclement of Mao's soldiers,
In these scenes, the movements and gestures are synchronized with the ope「
a
beat, resulting in awkward pauses where the opponents eye each other as much
as they actually fight. The pauses also seem to suggest that the protagonists are
carefully trying to balance themselves from the burden of carrying heavy swords
— the consequence of the operatic beat giving rise to a realistic detail. When
Xiao Shaozi fights his way out of the encirclement, the movements of the protagonists suggest crabs scuttling about on the sand — which is a fitting descrip
tion of the operatic effect that generally distinguishes the action scenes.
One symptom of Hu's incorporation of Beijing Opera characteristics is the
feeling that his characters come across as stock theatrical types. The action set
pieces in themselves are entertaining vignettes, affording Hu opportunities to
delve into themes of deception, subterfuge, and strategy. The set pieces carry a
sense of the exaltation of battle. Hu celebrates his interest in military strategy,
indulging in the classical device of jig u a n ( ^ i i , laying booby traps) by turning
the inn into a deathtrap. This interest in strategy and battle tactics remains a
motif in all of Hu's wuxia films.
This should not suggest that Hu is only concerned with superficia 丨
elements
of opera and mix/a. Hu’s intermingling of opera with i/vm/a is a remarkable enough
feat in itself, but in translating operatic characteristics to cinema, Hu found the
most economical means to locate history, nation and politics as the creative concept of his w uxia films, particularly D ra g on G ate Inn and

Touch o f Zen. How

does opera express the meaning of history, nation and politics? Vicki Ooi states
that the most prominent and significant Beijing Opera technique King Hu uses is

the fight convention. Ooi writes:

In the Beijing Opera the m artial prowess of the protagonist is almost
the measure of his moral achievement. T h is moral dimension is dra
m atized and reflected b y the ascending hierarchical order in w hich
the hero figh ts his opponents — each opponent being stronger and
more villainous than the preceding one. And the heroes final victory
usually sym bolizes the triumph of good over evil. The few exceptions
to this rule are when the hero is defeated not because of the inad
equacy of his strength, physical and moral, but because of the duplic
ity and the cunning m achinations set in force by an evil or corrupt
official of his own side .12

The heroic protagonists of D 厂
ago/i Gafe /nn fight for the cause of a just
minister against the forces of totalitarian power They finally prevail but the sacrifice is great. But how does one determine the moral dimension of violence?
Hu's characterizations suggest an answer. Pitted against the eunuch Cao Shaoqin,
who represents m ilitaristic totalitarian power, a「
e scholar types represented by
Wu Ning, Yu Qian's chief-of-staff. Wu's civil manner belies the violence of the
fight convention that Hu revels in. For example, he frees the wounded prisoners
captured by his own side, and his statesmanlike character impresses two other
prisoners: a pair of Tartar brothers, who defect to the loyalist side after revealing
their tribulations to Wu. The swordsman Xiao Shaozi and his main opponent, Pi
Shaotang, engage in gentleman's agreements and only after the failure of talking
do they resort to being men of action.
All these characters reinforce the ideal of harmony between i/ven and 跳/.
Hu himself signalled such a harmony through his own evocation of Guan Di (關

帝），the Chinese God of Warriors, in his first film as director Sons o f f/ie Good
(1 9 6 5 ), where Hu appears as a guerrilla leader who mobilizes the peasants during the Chinese War of Resistance against Japan from 1 937-45. In the

12 Vicki OoUbid.

scene, Hu strikes a pose resembling Guan Di. Having suffered an injury in one
arm, Hu “ calmly dishes out commands, while his wound is being attended to, as
if he were in a Beijing teahouse,” 13 As the doctor operates, he is calmly reading
a book held in his good arm — an image that stresses both the civilian (w en)
and military (wu) lineages of the Chinese classical hero.14 Hu himself describes
it this way:"No matter on the stage or at the worship altar, Guan's image is nearly
always the same; his body wearing a suit of armour, one side of his body draped
with a green military robe, one hand fingering his beard, the other hand holding
the S p rin g a n d A u tu m n A n n a ls ^ 15
Hu's archetypal hero is perhaps the warrior-philosopher 〇「a scholar-x/a (mx/_a
儒俠），and in

Tbuc/i of Zent the central hero Gu Shengzhai (顧 省 齋 ，played by

Shi Jun) strives to be such a hero but essentially fails due to human flaws. Gu is
a typical Confucian scholar whose maxim in life is based on an injunction from
Zhuge Liang's (諸 葛 亮 ）Q/an C/7ush/ S/ao (前出師表 A PeW/on fo

fm pe厂
o厂

Before rte M/7/'fa/y Exped/f/on), “ 苟 全 性 命 于 亂 世 ，不求聞達于諸侯” （
“ In times
of turbulence, one should preserve one’s own life at all costs and not seek fame
and achievement through ingratiation with the nobles.’，
) On the wall of his humble
home, he hangs an inscription also taken from Zhuge Liang: “ 淡 泊 明 志 ，靜以
至遠” （
“ In plainness, the will is clear; in calmness,「
each to the furthest point.”
The quotes psychologically condition Gu to face a life of hardship and to accept
his poverty but they also demonstrate the values of the scholar-x/a (rux/'a) to
which Gu aspires. He wants to become another Zhuge Liang who embodies the
scholarly side of the x/a character — a man who puts his learning and knowl
edge to use in order to uphold justice and fairness. But essentially Gu Shengzhai
cannot achieve the w e n -w u balance, and this represents in Hu's eyes a moral
tragedy.
In D ra g o n Gate Inn, Hu suggests that the w e n -w u harmony is a political
means towards achieving a civil society based on justice, order and fairness. A
13 Peggy Chiao Hsiung-ping, (tThe Master of Swordplays,^ Cinemaya, 3 9 /40 (Winter/Spring, 1998): 74.
14 See Kam Louie and Louise Edwards, ibid., 135-148,
15 King Hu, “ Cong pai guzhuangpian dianying souji ziliao duqi”（
從拍古裝片電影搜集資料讀起 “ Collecting
Materials for Making Period Costume Movies” ) ，
HtyJ/hquan d e s 師’e
Hu), ed. Huang Ren (Taipei: Yatai tushu chubanshe, 1999) 276.

(胡金餘的世界

7??e W or/dof /(/叩

balance between w en and w u is the key to the achievement of civil society, Hu's
w u xia films suggest that China's tragedy over the ages was due inevitably to the
ivu side trying to over-balance the scale and throwing the political order into chaos
and strife. The chief villain in Dragon Gate /r?n, Cao Shaoqin, is seen invariably as
a man who relies totally on violence 〇「military means. In a parody of the western
convention of the fastest gunman, Cao Shaoqin is described by the Tartar brothers as being the fastest and most accurate of swordsmen. To defeat him requires
the combined skills of the best swordsmen that the loyalist side can muster (which
would include the two Tartar brothers). The climactic battle sequence at the end
of the film is the first of the great climactic battles in Hu's w u x ia films, all of
which gain much resonance f 「
om the actors' skill, from Hu's technical bravado,
from the head-on collision between the forces of good and evil, and from the
symbolism of specific actions that transform these last g 「
eat battles into allegorical treatments of China's modern history. In 1967, when

Gafe /nn

was released, the Cultural Revolution was in full force in China, and Taiwan itself
remained in a state of martiaNaw as the GMD government basked in the illusion
of retaking the Main 丨
and.
The battle sequence is strewn with symbols. Cao Shaoqin's opponents make
fun of his castrated sexuality. These taunts are meant to provoke Cao, worsening
his asthmatic condition and weakening his fighting abilities. At a crucial moment
in the battle, Cao cuts down a withered tree to use as a picket against his
opponents. This action becomes highly personal as signalled fey the shots of
Cao's emotive considerations of the tree before he actually cuts it down — the
withered tree signifying his own emotional state and physical corruption. At the
same time, the physical exertion of cutting down the tree also signifies his selfdenial and his defiance of nature.

A Touch of Zen

The historical unbalancing of w en and wu, some historians have suggested,
have come about because of the superiority of w/en ove「wu from since at least
the Song period. As Zhang Che saw it, because civility took precedence over the

martial, “ we became weak and fell under the dominion 〇f foreign races (meaning
the Mongols and the Manchus, who respectively established the Yuan and Qing
dynasties), and it was thereafter in their interests to destroy the people’s martial
values and aspirations to become knights-errant.” 16 /n

Tbuc/? o ,Z e n , Gu

Shengzhai represents the repressed w u male tradition that was passed down
from Song times (like D ra g o n G ate Inn, the film is set in the Ming dynasty). To
the extent that wu values had been denigrated, man's nature was softened and
degenerated by w e n values — a theme enunciated in Pu Songling's ( 蒲 松 齡 )
original story

( 俠女 “ A Chiva丨
「
ous Woman” ）in the anthology Z_/aoz/7a/Z/7/y/

(聊齋誌異

7"a/es from Ma/ce-Do 5fL/d/’o) where the scholar was shown to

indulge in degenerate pleasure by taking a male lover. The x/_and in the original
story appears like a heavenly apparition that comes down to earth to save the
scholar 1Yom his degenerate nature.
The scholar in Pu Songling’s original had no thoughts of ever becoming a
xia and feels no compunction to enjoin w en with wu. In the film, Gu Shengzhai is
depicted as an idealist who does not hanker after material wealth 〇「high position.
Instead he aspires to become a x/«a and do great things in the fashion of Zhuge
Uang to save the country from the corruption and abuse of the eunuchs. The
Ming dynasty which restored native Chinese rule to China was, as Hu described
it,“ one of the most corrupt periods in Chinese p o litic s ,” when power was
"effectively in the hands of the e u n u c h s .17 Gu Shengzhai's desire to become a
xia is therefore based on a political ideal to make China a just and fair society,
signified by Gu's idolization of Zhuge Liang. G i/s x/a aspirations, on the other
hand, also implies that as China had been restored to C hinese「
ule under the
Ming, the long repressed wu tradition during the Song and Yuan periods was now

「
eve「
be「
ating in the minds of the i/i/en intelligentsia _

hence Gu's desire to join

wu with wen. The film shows Gu realizing his ambitions but at a certain spiritual
cost. He cannot separate illusion from reality, and acts out of a stance of moral
blindness, According to Vicki Ooi, King Hu is condemning the intelligentsia through

16ZhangChe, “ Tanwuxiapian”

電影 Souftor? Screen),

（
談武俠片“
八0丨5哪5丨〇门〇门_；
(/3户打肥5”
)，
地叫如0/如)//叫(南國

126 (August 1968): 34-35.

17 See Tony Rayns, "Director King H u/1 Sight and Sound {London) (Winter 1975/76): 10.

the figure of Gu Shengzhai for their moral blindness:‘‘they are theoreticians who
conceive theories of destruction which they think clever 〇r amusing because they
never see the results of their strategies in reality.” 18
Since King Hu has changed the character of the scholar from a degenerate
wen type in the original story to a flawed scholar-x/a type who tries to combine
i/ven and ivu traits, he has also modified the character of the x/and who is named
丫ang Huizhen (楊慧 貞 ，played by Xu Feng 徐楓）in the film, 丫ang Huizhen epito
mizes the i/i/u traits but she also brings out the histo「
icism of the genre in the
same way that Gu Shengzhai does through his allusions to Zhuge Liang. For
example, Gu learns that Yang Huizhen is the daughter 〇f Yang Uan (楊 缠 ) ，a
minister who sought to impeach the eunuch Wei Zhongxian (魏 忠 賢 ），head of
the

and for this reason, was put to death on a framed-up charge of

corruption. In his own words, Gu describes Yang Huizhen as “ the descendant of
an honest official” showing his awareness of politics, and in this way we see a
political allegory, implicit in the historicist text，coming into focus.
126

Though Yang Huizhen is a fictional figure, Yang Lian is based on a real historical figure. Yang Lian (1 572-1 625) was a leader of the liberal and reformist
Donglin Party (東 林 黨 ) during the reign of Emperor Xizong (嘉 宗 ) . The party
attempted to curb the powers of the eunuchs by petitioning the emperor fo「the
dismissal of Wei Zhongxian (1 568-1 6 2 7 ),chief eunuch and head of the
In retaliation, Wei ordered the arrest of Yang Lian and other membe「
s of the Donglin in 1 625 on trumped-up charges, invoking imperial decrees
for their executions and the elimination of their whole families, before he himself
was arrested and banished by the new emperor Chongzhen (崇搶）in 1 627. The
episode of Yang Lian’s struggle at court with Wei Zhongxian is recounted to Gu in
a flashback by Yang Huizhen herself. This flashback serves as a kind of verifica
tion of the historicist text.
In the flashback, Yang Lian is featured as a character (played by Jia Lushi H
# 5 ) but Wei Zhongxian only appears briefly in the sequence, whispering orders
to his second-in-command Men Da (門達，played by Wang Rui 王瑞）after pass-

18 Vicki Ooi, ibid,, 116.

ing Yang Lian on the steps of the Imperial Palace. Thereafter, Yang's nemesis is
Men Da, who is shown interrogating Yang after his arrest, and who turns up at
the battle of the "haunted castle," a stunning action sequence built around the
notion of jig u a n (booby traps and decoys). It is not known why Hu decided to
throw the focus on a surrogate, fictional figure. As the chief villain, Wei is completely absent from the film (he does not even turn up in the final combat scene
featuring the Zen patriarch Hui Yuan 慧圓 ）. This lapse is totally unaccounted for,
unless one were to speculate that Hu wanted to stay true to history. Historically,
Wei killed himself and did not die at the hands of avengers exacting vengeance
for the death of Yang Lian.
As in D ragon Gate Inn, Hu alludes to real historical figures in order to suggest the contemporary struggle between a benevolent order and despotism. There
is a loyalist side, representing the tenets of civil society, which is pitted against
the dictatorial agents of arbitrary, totalitarian power. Heavily outnumbered, the
loyalists employ stratagems to defeat the enemy, entailing great sacrifices. Lest
it be said that Hu had woven a political allegory into /4 Touch o f Zen, it should be
「
emembered that a political allegory was a 丨
ready evident in Pit Songling’s x/and
The g irl's father, the minister of war, was framed by his enemy and executed
under the edict that covers the executions of members of the whole family

(m anm en chaozhan

The girl escapes with her mother, ending up in

the derelict house where they have hidden for three years — the girl biding he 「
time to exact vengeance on her enemy until the moment was ripe. A Touch o f
Zen is the first instance in which Hu had to re丨
y on a textual source for his narrative,
which coincidentally included an apposite political allegory onto which Hu could
attach his own allegory.
However, the allegorical politics of /4 Touch o f Z en is gradually subsumed
by a mo 「
al- 「
eligious-metaphysical concern. The task of the 入/and, Yang Huizhen,
is to save the scholar from his “ moral blindness” and to point him towards the
light of Buddha, which is the actual theme of the original story in L ia o zh a i Zhiy\.
So the portrayal of the female knight-errant as the redemptive figure of male
weakness in /\ Touch o f Zen is nothing more than Hu following the original theme
in Liaozhai, but in my opinion, the startling conceit of the film is King Hu's treat-

ment of the vven-vvu paradigm, in which he offers a clearer picture of we/*? weakness as personified by Gu Shengzhai and an evidently superior w/u archetype in
Yang Huizhen. Yang is everything that Gu is not but should be. Yang Huizhen
gives herself up to Gu ostensibly out of pity for him and for his mother who longs
f 〇「a grandson to continue the Gu line. This emphasizes the nobility of her cha「
acter as a x/’a, which appears to reinforce the traditional dominance of the patriarchal society on the surface, but it also shows Yang Huizhen possessing unorthodox qualities of inner strength and vitality.
Yang's w u qualities of strength and independence make her something of a
feminist in modern terms. Her adherence to

qualities a「
e obviously not a sim-

plistic rehash of genre precepts based on conservative principles of loyalty
z h o n g ) and filial piety

x ia o ) , adopted by the Union Company as house prin

ciples to distinguish their line of wuxia productions.19 For example, Gu Shengzhai
offers to help Yang in her struggle, basing this on the fact that they had slept
together and were now as husband and wife. Y ang「
ejects this reasoning by saying that their sexual relationship was compelled by“ ka「
mic forces ”（
淫緣 r?/eyt;an)
and that he was no longer obliged because the relationship was now ended. She
gives birth to Gu’s baby and then effectively abandons the baby — hardly the act
of a traditional woman, The notion of ‘‘ karmic forces” is Hu being faithful to the
original sto ry in Liaozhai where the x ia n u “ fem inism ” 〇「unconventional
behaviour totally unacceptable in feudal China, is couched in terms of a ghost
story mystery. However, in his conception of Yang Huizhen, Hu was influenced
by the political environment at the time, and I believe he moulded the character
according to a certain consciousness of modern progressive ideas: feminism in
the West as well as the revolutionary feminism celebrated in China during the
Cultural Revolution.
Therefore, Yang Huizhen reflects both modem ideas of fem 丨
nism and conservative norms of traditional womanhood, which makes her a very complex
knight-lady indeed, The contradictory forces at work in the role of the x/anij are
one of the most fascinating aspects of the film. Her deference to Gu is a sign of

19 Personal interview with Sha Yung-fong in San Francisco on 24 March 2001,

the Confucian ethos in the movie which manifests itself over the theme of Buddhist predestiny. The n/en-i/i/u dichotomy serves to reinforce the Confucian theme
of the male patriarchy, and the superiority of wen over

20 But as Yang Huizhen

goes on to fulfil her karmic destiny, she becomes more and more independent as
if detaching herself f「
om a Confucian reality to achieve Buddhist transcendence,
As such, Yang Huizhen is clearly t h e 「
ole model of Jen, the Zhang Ziyi (章 子 怡 ）
character in Ang Lee’s C厂
ouc/?/V?g 77ge厂
，H/cWer? Drayon (2 0 0 0 ), who casts h e r
self into the vortex of Daoist immortality.
The element of predestiny ruling Yang's behaviour entails her carrying out a
mission of vengeance, and consummating a relationship with Gu Shengzhai. The
former mission means that she must become a ruthless killer, while the latter
involves her in a vven-i/i/L/ union with a man who acts as lover, husband and mentor
Where Gu prevails in w en mode, Yang's persona becomes ambiguous. Where Yang
prevails in iw mode, Gu is very much in the background, sometimes invigilating
over he「conduct as a x/a, as in the scene du「
ing the Battle of the Haunted Castle
sequence where Gu suddenly appears to warn Yang about he 「“ soft nature hin
dering the process of great affairs” as she hesitates to kill an enemy who cries
for mercy. This utterance of Gu's reinforces the illusionary nature of his performance as a scholar-x/at foreshadowing the ultimate separation of w en and w u .
Since Gu is not a warrior and does not do his own killing, he is not bound by any
moral scruple which may hold a fighter back f 「
om killing an adversary who cries
for mercy. Yang kills the soldier but her hesitancy suggests that she is tempered
by the same “ karmic forces” that brought her to Gu Shengzhai. Although Hu
ends the film in a psychedelic fight sequence emphasising his“ t 〇uch of Zen” as
the ultimate message, the film does offer Hu's most profound portrayal of the
scholar-x/a and his basic character weakness. In my view, Gu Shengzhai's flaws
as both warrior and philosopher symbolizes the continuing weakness of the nation,
and that the x ia n u symbolizes a wish-fulfilment that the nation can be saved.

20 See Louie and Edwards, ibid,, 145.

Conclusion

To his Chinese audience, Hu's heroes are the representation of the wishfulfilm ent factor, which was traditionally behind the genre's popularity among
the masses. The mvx/’a heroes are people who do a job well out of personal
loyalty and devotion to each other, as the government and society around them
descends into corruption and incompetence. Lacking the strength and institutions to overturn governments themselves, the masses transfer their wishfulfilment to the heroes of the genre who of course go on to fulfill the wishes of
the audience. In Hu's hands, the loyalist heroes in D ragon Gate Inn represent the
masses' desire to establish a civil society by defeating the militaristic eunuchs.
Naturally, the odds are stacked against the heroes and the ultimate cost is great.
This is because the battle to establish a civil society is the mother of all battles in
Hu's allegorical treatment. It is a theme that Hu would continue to assert in /4

Touch o f Zen, The Fate o f Lee Khan ^ 9 7 3 ) and The V aliant Ones ^ 9 7 5 ) .
In A Touch o f Zen, Hu was not content simply to dwell on the allegory of
totalitarian power versus a benevolent political cause to establish a civil society.
The film attempts to transcend the limitations of political allegory, shifting gears
to higher registers so as to drive the narrative into new forms of intuitive, ereative filmmaking. In a sense, Hu's introduction of political allegory in D ragon
Gafe //?n was forced upon him. Working in Taiwan, Hu perhaps felt a need to
introduce an allegory to reassert nationalist sentiment that would tally with the
GMD ideology. However, by the time of A Tbudi o f Z ea the conditions under
which he worked allowed him to develop a personal vision that would o n ly 「
einforce a politically abstract view of the nation. Hu's concept in A Touch o f Zen was
to consider the genre in more metaphysical terms, viewing its fantasy elements
with dollops of Confucian ideology, Daoist practices, and Zen doctrine. The theme
of Buddhist transcendence is Hu's way of delivering the ultimate critique of the
genre's 厂
《
a/so/7 d'ef 厂
e: the audience's wish-fulfilment for heroes to save them because they are too weak to save themselves.

